
From: jjm66@aol.com <jjm66@aol.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2023 10:10 AM 
To: Don Scott <dscott@Leempo.com>; Ron Gogoi <rgogoi@Leempo.com>; Derek P. Rooney 
<derek.rooney@gray-robinson.com>; carlos.a.gonzalez@dot.gov; Charles A. <OIG> Ward 
<chuck.ward@oig.dot.gov>; Scott V. Harding <scott.v.harding@oig.dot.gov> 
Subject: 5-23-2923 BPCC Public comment with 6 images fpn 429823 
 
Dear BPCC Chair, 
 
Please ask FDOT the following questions. 
 
1. If fpn 429823 was not put out for letting in April of 2018 as scheduled, then indefinitely withdrawn 
from the FDOT tentative 5-year work program on June 11, 2018, (see attached) why isn't there 
correspondence to Commissioner Mann's Letter to FDOT dated June 8, 2018 indicating to the 
Commissioner that it was totally unnecessary to continue litigating the modification of my non-
conforming grandfathered access point?  
 
2. Why does the attached class of action determination from FDOT incorrectly state there will be no 
significant impacts to access?  
 
3. How did the unbuildable segment of fpn 429823 depicted in the Department's first proposal in 2017, 
somehow become a buildable segment?  
Please see the feasibility study provided to the BPCC in the information packet for the May 26th 2015 
BPCC meeting which documents how the proposed project would be unsafe, cost prohibitive, and have 
unbuildable segments. 
 
4. Why would FDOT attorneys use an excerpt from an email from Director Scott in October of 2018 
indicating fpn 429823 would be pursued as an 8-ft concrete sidewalk when fpn 429823 wasn't even on 
the FDOT 5-year tentative work program? 
 
5. Why wasn't the no build option considered by the LEE MPO as required by federal law? 
 
6. Did FDOT misappropriate Federal funding to construct fpn 429823 as the least safest option, the most 
expensive option, and the option with the absolutely lowest level of service solely to very loosely 
support litigation against the small business owner in an underserved community?  
 
Please start letting the public see all my comments and images. 
 
Thank you 
John Majka 
 

Sent from AOL on Android 
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